FISH CENTRAL FLORIDA’S SPACE COAST

Snake Eyes Consulting and Florida Saline Solutions, inc. would like to extend an invitation to our brothers or sisters, and their families, who may be considering a visit to Walt Disney World, Universal, or any other of the Central Florida attractions, to sample some of the finest near shore and blue water sport fishing available anywhere on the east coast and only an hour from Orlando.

With forty years of local experience, we offer first class personalized service at affordable rates to small groups, or individuals, interested in expanding their opportunities to diversify their central Florida vacation with a day on the Atlantic Ocean in pursuit of our many blue water species...sailfish, wahoo, dolphin, kingfish, and cobia to name a few.

We specialize in light tackle live bait and sight fishing, with full or half days, including specialty trips on request. We will tell you what is on tap for your time frame on inquiry. A trip with us is not just a boat ride! Our captains are U.S. Coast Guard licensed active or retired law enforcement or fire service personnel well rounded in the local fishery, and our boats are fully equipped with quality electronics and tackle for your safety and enjoyment. Our rates may fluctuate for the 2011 spring and summer seasons due to unforeseen fuel adjustments, but savings on advertising...or lack there of...through this direct contact allows us to offer full, nine (9) hour days, at $300 for two people...with $75 for each additional person...with a maximum of four to six, depending on the capacity of the vessel needed to accommodate the party. Four and a half hour (4 1/2) half days start at $200, and follow the same criteria as full days.

We welcome any and all inquiries from our union brothers and sisters in the fire service or the blue line who may be interested in fishing with us. Our booking policies do not require deposits or credit cards for reservations; however some licenses may be required. Weather concerns will be addressed as expeditiously as possible as not to inconvenience customers, but safety is paramount! Mid March through April we target cobia and tripletail on near shore trips (1 to 10 miles), and mid April through early September is more wide open with all of the aforementioned species available, usually within 20 miles.
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